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Abstract
Many extensions of the Standard Model(SM) generate contributions to Flavor
Changing Neutral Current(FCNC) processes that must have sufficient flavor sup-
pression to be consistent with experiments, if the new physics (NP) is associated
with a scale of a TeV. Here we present a mechanism for suppressing the NP effects
to FCNC processes. We consider the possibility that the source of NP contributions
to FCNC processes share the same flavor symmetry underlying the SM source of
FCNC processes which are the quark and lepton mass matrices. We call this the
principle of shared flavor symmetry. In the flavor symmetric limit, the quark and
lepton mixing matrices have fixed forms and there are no NP FCNC processes. In
the flavor symmetric limit, we take the quark mixing matrix to be the identity ma-
trix and the lepton mixing matrix to be given by tri-bimaximal mixing. Realistic
mixing matrices are obtained by the small breaking of the flavor symmetry. New
contributions to FCNC processes arise because of non universal breaking of the fla-
vor symmetry in the quark and lepton mass matrices and the NP sources of FCNC
processes. In particular, we will focus on new FCNC effects that arise due to the
breaking of flavor symmetry only in the quark and charged lepton mass matrices
but not in the NP sector. In this scenario, NP contributions to FCNC processes is
linked to the source of flavor symmetry breaking in the quark and charged lepton
mass matrices. The breaking of flavor symmetry in the NP sector is assumed to
produce FCNC effects that are at most the size of NP FCNC effects due to the
breaking of flavor symmetry in the quark and charged lepton mass matrices. To
demonstrate the mechanism we use a two higgs doublet model as an example of
beyond the SM physics though one should be able to adapt this mechanism to other
models of new physics.
1 Introduction
Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes in the Standard Model(SM)
do not arise at tree level and are highly suppressed. Many extensions of the SM
naturally have FCNC processes that occur at tree or loop level. These processes,
if they involve new particles of mass ∼ TeV, must be sufficiently suppressed to
be consistent with experiments. In the quark sector, in the SM, there are FCNC
processes where the internal quarks in the loops are the third family quarks. These
FCNC processes are not only loop suppressed but are also flavor suppressed by
various powers of λ where λ ∼ 0.23 is the Cabibbo angle. In the down type quark
sector, the b → s transition is flavor suppressed by ∼ λ2, the b → d transition is
flavor suppressed by∼ λ3 and the s→ d transition is flavor suppressed by∼ λ5. New
physics (NP) contributions to these FCNC processes involving TeV scale particles
should have at least the same flavor suppressions to produce effects similar in size to
the SM. There must be a mechanism to produce such flavor suppressions in the NP
contributions to the FCNC processes. In the top quark sector, the t→ c transition
is suppressed by ∼ λ2, the t → u transition is suppressed by ∼ λ3 and the c → u
transition is suppressed by ∼ λ5. These processes have an additional suppression
due to the small b quark mass compared to the W boson mass. There are also
FCNC contributions in the SM which have milder flavor suppression but are tiny
due to small internal quark masses. As an example the s → d transition with an
internal charm quark only has a flavor suppression of ∼ λ. Any NP with the same
flavor suppression and TeV scale particles will in general produce very large effects
in conflict with experiments. Hence there must also be a mechanism to forbid such
NP contributions.
In the leptonic sector experiments have imposed stringent limits on FCNC pro-
cesses [1]. This implies that NP contributions to FCNC in the leptonic sector must
also have significant flavor suppression for TeV scale NP. Since mixing in the lep-
tonic sector is mostly large there is little flavor suppression in the FCNC generated
though loops involving SM particles. In the SM, the tiny internal lepton masses in
the loops are responsible for the extremely tiny size of FCNC effects. A mechanism
to produce large flavor suppression in FCNC is then necessary in NP with TeV scale
particles.
To be specific let us choose a specific model of new physics with two higgs
doublets and let us concentrate on FCNC in the quark sector for the moment. One
of the higgs doublet, φ1 couples to the quarks with Yukawa couplings Y
U,D while
the second doublet , φ2, couples to the quarks with Yukawa couplings S
U,D. As one
transforms the quarks to the mass basis by diagonalizing, Y U,D, there are FCNC
effects associated with the neutral component of the second higgs doublet arising
from the non-diagonal Yukawa couplings in SU,D. The natural size of these non
diagonal couplings are O(1) and hence, to be consistent with experiments the mass
of the second higgs doublet must be very high, much greater than a TeV. Now it is
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widely believed that there must be NP around a TeV to account for the stability of
the SM higgs mass and hence FCNC in NP must be sufficiently suppressed to allow
NP to be in the TeV region.
A popular suggestion that provides suppression of new FCNC effects is the prin-
ciple of minimum flavor violation (MFV) [2]. In this scheme the CKM matrix is
the only source of flavor mixing and CP violation even with NP. We can describe
the principle by using the two higgs doublet model described above. In the SM,
the Yukawa interactions break a flavor symmetry H ≡ SU(3)Q×SU(3)U ×SU(3)D
where the various SU(3) factors act on the left handed quark doublets, the right
handed up type quarks and the right handed down type quarks. Using spurion
methods one can imagine the SM Yukawa couplings Y U,D to transform appropri-
ately under H to make the Yukawa interactions invariant under H . MFV requires
the new Yukawa couplings SU,D to have the same transformation under H as Y U,D.
To implement this one can assume SU,D to be proportional to Y U,D in which case
there are no new tree level FCNC contributions or one can construct the SU,D out
of the Y U,D and on going to the quark mass basis tree level FCNC associated with
the second higgs doublet is suppressed and dependent on the CKM matrix [3].
In this paper we present a different scheme to suppress new FCNC effects which
we will call the shared flavor symmetry (SFS) principle. Again we explain this
principle with the two higgs doublet model of NP though this principle should be
adaptable to other extensions of the SM. We consider the possibility that the Yukawa
couplings Y U,D and SU,D share a flavor symmetry. In the flavor symmetric limit
diagonalization of Y U,D automatically leads to the diagonalization of the matrices
SU,D and so there are no new FCNC. The transformation matrices diagonalizing
Y U,D and SU,D are pure numbers and are independent of the elements of Y U,D and
SU,D. The CKM matrix is the identity matrix in the flavor symmetric limit and
there are no flavor changing and hence no FCNC processes in the full theory. The
realistic CKM matrix is obtained by the breaking of the flavor symmetry. However
the breaking of the flavor symmetry is non universal and is different for Y U,D and
SU,D. This leads to tree level FCNC effects associated with the non diagonal elements
of SU,D. A possible scenario is flavor symmetry breaking in only Y U,D and not in
SU,D. In this case all NP FCNC effects are determined solely by the structure of the
SM Yukawa couplings Y U,D. In this paper we will mainly focus on this scenario.
Generally, there are two sources of new contributions to FCNC processes. One
is from the breaking of flavor symmetry in Y U,D and the other from the breaking of
flavor symmetry in SU,D. We can obtain information on the breaking of flavor sym-
metry in Y U,D from the quark masses and mixing. The breaking of flavor symmetry
in SU,D is unknown. We will consider some scenarios of flavor symmetry breaking
in SU,D. It is possible that the dominant new FCNC contributions arise from the
breaking of flavor symmetry in Y U,D. We will assume that FCNC effects due to the
breaking of flavor symmetry in SU,D are smaller or at most the same size as the
FCNC effects from the flavor symmetry breaking in Y U,D.
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The flavor symmetry breaking in Y U,D in turn leads to the realistic CKM matrix
and its deviation from the identity matrix. It is a natural assumption to take
the flavor symmetry breaking in Y U,D to follow the same pattern as in the CKM
matrix. Hence NP FCNC effects are expected to exhibit the following pattern:
FCNC effects involving the second and third generation is suppressed by ∼ λ2,
while NP FCNC effects involving the first and third generation is suppressed by
∼ λ3. There is obviously a problem for FCNC involving the first and the second
generation which should be suppressed by λ. This suppression is clearly inconsistent
with measurements in the neutral kaon and the D meson system if the NP scale is
a TeV.
To see how the principle of SFS may solve this problem, note that in the SM,
with mixing only between the first two generations, all FCNC vanish if the higgs
coupling to the quarks are the same for the two generations in the mass basis. This
is the same as requiring mu = mc and md = ms. This suggests we can consider a
flavor symmetric limit where the higgs coupling to the quarks are the same for the
two generations in the mass basis. According to the principle of SFS this symmetry
is also shared by SU,D. Hence the second higgs also has the same coupling to the
first two generations in the mass basis in the flavor symmetric limit.
This flavor symmetry is obviously broken in Y U,D but we will assume it remains
intact in SU,D. With this assumption, we will be able to show in our NP model that
FCNC involving the first and second generation is suppressed by ∼ λ5. For the
mass matrices in our model, equal coupling of the second higgs to the quarks of the
first two generations can be achieved by simply requiring that all NP FCNC effects
vanish when the symmetry breaking involving the second and third generation is
turned off.
Let us now turn to the lepton sector. Leptonic mixing is almost always large
and one should expect large new FCNC effects according to SFS. But this assumes
that the leptonic mixing is the identity matrix in the flavor symmetric limit. Cur-
rent experimental data on leptonic mixing is consistent with what is known as the
tri-bimaximal mixing [4]. We assume that the tri-bimaximal mixing is the flavor
symmetric limit of leptonic mixing. Hence according to SFS all NP FCNC effects
in the lepton sector depend on flavor symmetry breaking that cause deviations from
the tri-bimaximal mixing. These deviations are small( see Ref. [5]) and may have
some similarities with flavor suppressions in the quark sector.
The paper is organized in the following manner We begin in Sec. 2 with a
discussion on the shared flavor symmetry (SFS) principle. We demonstrate the
principle though a two higgs doublet model extension of the SM. In Sec. 3 we study
the effect of flavor symmetry breaking to generate the realistic CKM matrix and
new FCNC effects. In the leptonic sector we consider flavor symmetry breaking in
the charged lepton sector. This leads to deviations from the tri-bimaximal mixing
and new FCNC effects involving the charged leptons. Finally, in Sec. 4 we present
our conclusions.
3
2 Shared Flavor Symmetry Principle
In this section we discuss the suppression of FCNC effects with NP via the principle
of shared flavor symmetry. We use a two higgs doublet model (2HDM) to explain
the principle.
We will write the Lagrangian responsible for masses and FCNC processes as,
L = LQ + LL, (1)
where
LQ = ξUY Uij Q¯i,Lφ˜1Uj,R + ξDY Dij Q¯i,Lφ1Dj,R + ζUSUijQ¯i,Lφ˜2Uj,R + ζDSDij Q¯i,Lφ2Dj,R + h.c.,
LL = ξLY Lij L¯i,Lφ1Ej,R + ζLSLijL¯i,Lφ2Ej,R + Lν + h.c., (2)
where φi, for i = 1, 2, are the two scalar doublets of a 2HDM, while Y
D,U,L and
SD,U,L are the non-diagonal matrices of the Yukawa couplings. The Lagrangian
Lν is responsible for neutrino masses through some mechanism that shall remain
unspecified. We will consider FCNC in the lepton sector that arises from the Yukawa
couplings.
For convenience we can choose to express φ1 and φ2 in a suitable basis such that
only the Y D,U,L couplings generate the fermion masses. In such a basis one can write
[6],
〈φ1〉 =
(
0
v/
√
2
)
, 〈φ2〉 = 0 . (3)
The two higgs doublets in this case are of the form,
φ1 =
1√
2
(
0
v +H0
)
+
1√
2
(√
2χ+
iχ0
)
,
φ2 =
1√
2
( √
2H+
H1 + iH2
)
. (4)
In principle there can be mixing among the neutral higgs but here we neglect
such mixing for the moment as our focus is on the Yukawa couplings. We assume
the doublet φ1 corresponds to the scalar doublet of the SM and H
0 to the SM higgs
field.
Let us assume that the same bi-unitary transformation diagonalizes both the
Yukawa matrices Y D,U,L and SD,U,L to the diagonal forms Y D,U,Ldiag and S
D,U,L
diag . We
can therefore write,
Y D,U,L = UD,U,LY
D,U,L
diag V
†
D,U,L,
SD,U,L = UD,U,LS
D,U,L
diag V
†
D,U,L. (5)
The entries in Y D,U,Ldiag and S
D,U,L
diag are assumed to be independent of each other. The
matrices UD,U,L are unique up to a diagonal phase matrix which will be chosen such
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that the elements of Y D,U,Ldiag , the quark and charged lepton masses, are real numbers.
The diagonal quark and lepton mass matrices are related to Y D,U,Ldiag , using Eq. 2, as,
MDdiag =

±md 0 00 ±ms 0
0 0 ±mb

 = ξD v√
2

 yd 0 00 ys 0
0 0 yb

 ,
MUdiag =

±mu 0 00 ±mc 0
0 0 ±mt

 = ξU v√
2

 yu 0 00 yc 0
0 0 yt

 ,
MLdiag =

±me 0 00 ±mµ 0
0 0 ±mτ

 = ξL v√
2

 le 0 00 lµ 0
0 0 lτ

 . (6)
The diagonal elements of SD,U,Ldiag can be complex and there are no phase degrees
of freedom left in UD,U,L to make the diagonal elements real.
To be specific let us concentrate on the down type quark sector. We can express
the elements of Y D and SD as
Y Dij =
∑
k
ykΘ
k
ij,
SDij =
∑
k
skΘ
k
ij ,
Θkij = (UD)ik(V
†
D)kj, (7)
where yk and sk are the diagonal elements in Y
D
diag and S
D
diag. According to the
principle of shared flavor symmetry Θkij are pure numbers.
Now, Θkij being fixed numbers implies that all the elements of Y
D are linear
combinations of the yk values and the elements of Y
D are specified by 3 independent
real parameters. This at once implies some form of flavor symmetry as not all
elements of Y D are independent. The matrix SD will share the same flavor symmetry
but the elements of the matrix will be in general complex and different from that in
Y D.
It is instructive to consider a specific examples to demonstrate the ideas above.
Consider a structure for the Yukawa matrices which has a 2-3 flavor symmetry [7]
Y D =

 y11 y12 −y12y12 y22 y23
−y12 y23 y22

 . (8)
This matrix is diagonalized as
U †Y DU = Y Ddiag,
U =

 1 0 00 1/√2 1/√2
0 −1/√2 1/√2

 ·

 cos θ sin θ 0− sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1

 , (9)
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where the mixing angle θ is determined by the positive solution to
tan θ =
2
√
2y12
y22 − y23 − y11 ±
√
(y22 − y23 − y11)2 + 8y212
. (10)
The eigenvalues of Y D are 1
2
[y11+y22−y23±
√
(y11 − y22 + y23)2 + 8y212] and y22+y23.
It is clear from the above that the transformation that diagonalizes Y D depends on
the elements of Y D and so the same transformation will not diagonalize the matrix
SD which has the same structure as Y D but different matrix elements.
According to the SPS principle the elements of the matrix that diagonalizes
the Yukawa matrices must be pure numbers. It is clear that we can achieve that
by setting y12 = 0 = s12( θ = 0) , and now both the Yukawa matrices can be
simultaneously diagonalized. We are going to consider this limit of the 2-3 symmetry,
which we will call the decoupled 2-3 symmetry, as the flavor symmetry in the quark
sector and the charged lepton sector. In this decoupled 2-3 symmetric limit [8] the
first generation is decoupled from the second and third generations.
Let us represent the Yukawa couplings with the decoupled 2-3 symmetry by Y D23
and SD23.
We will write the Yukawa couplings in the down quark sector as,
Y D23 =

 y11 0 00 12y22 12y23
0 1
2
y23
1
2
y22

 ,
SD23 =

 q11 0 00 12q22 12q23
0 1
2
q23
1
2
q22

 . (11)
The Yukawa matrices Y D23 and S
D
23 are diagonalized by the same unitary matrix W
d
23
given by,
W d23 =


1 0 0
0 − 1√
2
1√
2
0 1√
2
1√
2

 . (12)
Note that this matrix differs from the one in Eq. 9 in the limit θ = 0 by an irrelevant
diagonal phase matrix.
Writing the diagonalized Yukawa matrices as Y D23diag and S
D
23diag we have,
Y D23diag = W
d†
23Y
D
23W
d
23 =

 y11 0 00 12(y22 − y23) 0
0 0 1
2
(y22 + y23)

 ,
SD23diag = W
d†
23†S
D
23W
d
23 =

 q11 0 00 12(q22 − q23) 0
0 0 1
2
(q22 + q23)

 .
(13)
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If we assume the same flavor symmetry to apply to the up quark sector then the
Yukawa couplings, YU and SU , are diagonalized by the unitary matrix W
u
23 = W
d
23.
The CKM matrix VCKM = W
u†
23W
d
23 = I. Hence there is no FC or FCNC processes
in the theory. We note that the flavor symmetry of the down and up quark sector
do not have to be the same. However, if we require VCKM to be the identity matrix
in the flavor symmetric limit then,
V symCKM = V
†
uLVdL = I. (14)
where VuL and VdL transform the left handed up and down quarks from the gauge
to the mass basis and V symCKM is the CKM matrix in the flavor symmetric limit.
In the lepton sector we will also assume that there exists a flavor symmetric
limit where the mixing matrix takes on an fixed form and has elements that are
pure numbers. A possible form of this fixed MNS matrix is the tri-bimaximal form
given as [4],
UsymMNS =


√
2
3
1√
3
0
− 1√
6
1√
3
1√
2
1√
6
− 1√
3
1√
2

 . (15)
Any new FCNC processes in the lepton sector is then linked to deviation of the
realistic leptonic mixing matrix from the TBM structure.
The TBM mixing is a specially case of mixing matrix with 2-3 flavor symmetry
[7]. In the 2-3 symmetry limit in the leptonic sector, the PMNS matrix, with s13 = 0,
is given by,
UsPMNS =


c12 s12 0
− 1√
2
s12
1√
2
c12
1√
2
1√
2
s12 − 1√2c12 1√2

 . (16)
The TBM form is obtained by setting s12 =
1√
3
. As in Ref. [8] we will assume a
decoupled 2-3 symmetry in the charged lepton mass matrix. We can then express
UsPMNS, as,
UsPMNS = U
†
ℓUν , (17)
where
U †ℓ =


1 0 0
0 − 1√
2
1√
2
0 1√
2
1√
2

 ,
Uν =

 c12 −s12 0s12 c12 0
0 0 1



 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 . (18)
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So in the flavor symmetric limit, the neutrino matrix, Uν is just a combination of
a simple rotation matrix and a phase matrix. We will consider breaking of the
decoupled 2-3 symmetry in the charged leptonic sector that will cause deviation
from the TBM form and hence to new FCNC effects in the leptonic sector.
3 Symmetry Breaking
We now consider symmetry breaking in the quark and the lepton sector. We will
start with the quark sector and concentrate on the down type quark sector. FCNC
effects in the down sector is specially interesting as there several hints of new physics
FCNC contribution in certain rare B decays[9].
Let us start with the decoupled 2-3 symmetric Yukawa couplings in Eq. 11. Using
Eq. 13 we find that the down type quark mass matrix, MD is now given by,
MDdiag = W
d†
23M
DW d23 = ξD


v√
2
y11 0 0
0 v√
2
1
2
(y22 − y23) 0
0 0 v√
2
1
2
(y22 + y23)

 ,
W d23 =


1 0 0
0 − 1√
2
1√
2
0 1√
2
1√
2

 . (19)
The down type quark masses are given by,
md = ±ξD v√
2
y11,
ms = ±ξD v√
2
(y22 − y23)
2
,
mb = ±ξD v√
2
(y22 + y23)
2
. (20)
Since ms << mb there has to be a fine tuned cancellation between y22 and y23 to
produce the strange quark mass. Hence, it is more natural to consider the symmetry
limit y22 = y23 which leads to ms = 0. The strange quark mass is then generated
due to symmetry breaking. We, therefore, consider the structure,
Y D23 =

 yd 0 00 12yB(1 + 2χd) 12yB
0 1
2
yB
1
2
yB

 . (21)
Note that we do not break the 2 − 3 symmetry in the 23 element so that the
Yukawa matrix remains symmetric. This Yukawa matrix is now diagonalized by,
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Ud = W
d
23R
d
23 where
Rd23 =

 1 0 00 c23d s23d
0 −s23d c23d

 ,
c23d = cos θ23d; s23d = sin θ23d. (22)
We can write Y D23 as
Y D23 = Ud

 yd 0 00 ys 0
0 0 yb

U †d , (23)
where yd,s,b are the diagonal Yukawa couplings defined in Eq. 6. One can then obtain
the non zero elements of Y D23 as,
(Y D23 )11 = yd,
(Y D23 )22 =
ys + yb
2
− (yb − ys)s23dc23d,
(Y D23 )23 =
yb − ys
2
− (yb − ys)s223d = (Y D23 )32,
(Y D23 )33 =
ys + yb
2
+ (yb − ys)s23dc23d. (24)
As this Yukawa matrix must have the form in Eq. 21 we have (Y D23 )23 = (Y
D
23 )33
which then leads to
tan θ23d =
1
2
[
zd − 1 +
√
z2d − 6zd + 1
]
, (25)
where zd =
ys
yb
= ±ms
mb
and we have chosen the solution that leads to small angle θ23d
and hence to small flavor symmetry breaking. Keeping terms to first order in zd we
get
tan θ23d ≈ −zd. (26)
We further obtain for χd and yB in Eq. 21,
χd = − tan 2θ23d ≈ 2zd,
yB = (yb − ys) cos 2θ23d. (27)
The elements of SD23 are not related to those of Y
D
23 . We only require that they share
the same flavor symmetry. Assuming there is no breaking of flavor symmetry in
SD23, new FCNC contributions, involving b → s transitions, are generated when we
transform to the mass basis. We have,
SD
′
23 = R
†
23dW
d†
23S
D
23W
d
23R23d. (28)
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The nonzero terms in SD
′
are,
(SD
′
23 )11 = q11,
(SD
′
23 )22 =
1
2
(q22 − q23 cos 2θ23d) ,
(SD
′
23 )23 = −
1
2
q23 sin 2θ23d = (S
D′
23 )32,
(SD
′
23 )33 =
1
2
(q22 + q23 cos 2θ23d) . (29)
Hence there is FCNC b→ s transitions that is suppressed by ∼ ms
mb
(using Eq. 26).
This new b → s transition, to a very good approximation, has the same flavor
suppression as the SM as ms
mb
∼ λ2 ∼ |Vtb||Vts|. The elements q(11,22,23) are complex
and will have new CP violating phases. Finally we note that all FCNC effects are
proportional to q23 which is the difference of the second higg’s diagonal coupling to
the second and third generation quarks in the flavor symmetric limit.
It is possible to include symmetry breaking in SD23. Consider the structure,
SD23 =

 q11 0 00 12q22(1 + 2ηd) 12q23(1 + 2ǫd)
0 1
2
q23
1
2
q22

 . (30)
In the mass basis the non zero elements in SD
′
are,
(SD
′
23 )11 = q11,
(SD
′
23 )22 =
1
2
(q22 − q23 cos 2θ23d) + 1
2
ηdq22(1 + sin 2θ23d)− 1
2
ǫdq23 cos 2θ23d,
(SD
′
23 )23 = −
1
2
q23 sin 2θ23d − 1
2
ηdq22 cos 2θ23d − 1
2
ǫdq23(1 + sin 2θ23d),
(SD
′
23 )32 = −
1
2
q23 sin 2θ23d − 1
2
ηdq22 cos 2θ23d +
1
2
ǫdq23(1− sin 2θ23d),
(SD
′
23 )33 =
1
2
(q22 + q23 cos 2θ23d) +
1
2
ηdq22(1− sin 2θ23d) + 1
2
ǫdq23 cos 2θ23d. (31)
We can make a couple of observations here. If ǫd = 0 then we can choose ηd to set
the off-diagonal elements of SD
′
, responsible for the new FCNC effects, to be zero.
This is possible as (SD
′
23 )23 = (S
D′
23 )32. Moreover for q22 ∼ q23, no new FCNC effects
can be achieved with ηd ∼ χd, where χd defined in Eq. 21 represents the flavor
symmetry breaking in Y D23 . However, we cannot choose a non zero ǫd to get rid of
FCNC effects in SD
′
as in this case (SD
′
23 )23 6= (SD′23 )32 . This follows from the fact
that ηd represents flavor symmetry breaking effect that is similar to the one in Y
D
23
while ǫd represents flavor symmetry breaking that is different than in Y
D
23 . According
to the principle of SFS ηd and ǫd can at most be similar in size to χd. Hence from
Eq. 31 one observes that new FCNC b→ s transitions are suppressed by factors of
10
the size of χd. As was pointed out in Ref. [10], flavor symmetry breaking in S
D
23 is
necessary to generate a new phase in Bs mixing.
So far we have concentrated only on the down type quark sector. It is possible
that the up type quark sector has the same structure of Yukawa matrices and the
same pattern of symmetry breaking as the down type quark sector. We then have
the Yukawa matrices in the up type quark sector as,
Y U23 =

 yu 0 00 12yT (1 + 2χu) 12yT
0 1
2
yT
1
2
yT

 ,
SU23 =

 p11 0 00 12p22 12p23
0 1
2
p23
1
2
p22

 . (32)
The matrix Y U23 is now diagonalized by, Uu =W
u
23R
u
23 where W
u
23 = W
d
23 and
Ru23 =

 1 0 00 c23u s23u
0 −s23u c23u

 ,
c23u = cos θ23u; s23u = sin θ23u. (33)
We further obtain
tan θ23u =
1
2
[
zu − 1 +
√
z2u − 6zu + 1
]
, (34)
where zu =
yc
yt
= ±mc
mt
. Here yc,t are the diagonal charm and top quark Yukawa
couplings defined in Eq. 6 andmc,t are the charm and the top quark masses. Keeping
terms to first order in zu we get
tan θ23u ≈ −zu. (35)
We also get for χu and yT in Eq. 32,
χu = − tan 2θ23u ≈ 2zu,
yT = (yt − yc) cos 2θ23u. (36)
The elements of the Yukawa coupling, SU23, in the mass basis have the form,
SU
′
23 = R
†
23uW
u†
23 S
U
23W
u
23R23u, (37)
with
(SU
′
23 )11 = p11,
(SU
′
23 )22 =
1
2
(p22 − p23 cos 2θ23u) ,
(SU
′
23 )23 = −
1
2
p23 sin 2θ23u = (S
U ′
23 )32,
(SU
′
23 )33 =
1
2
(p22 + p23 cos 2θ23u) . (38)
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One then has new FCNC t→ c transitions that are suppressed by ∼ mc
mt
. As in the
case of SD23 we can also consider the effect of symmetry breaking in S
U
23 but we will
not discuss this as the analysis is similar to the one for down type quarks.
The CKM matrix is now obtained as
VCKM = V
†
uLVdL,
= Ru†23R
d
23,
=

 1 0 00 cos θ23 sin θ23
0 − sin θ23 cos θ23

 , (39)
where θ23 = θ23d − θ23u. This gives a description of the quark mixing if we neglect
mixing effects involving the first generation [11].
To obtain a realistic CKM matrix, the mixing involving the first generation
have to be taken into account. We will assume that the Yukawa matrices Y U,D23 are
diagonalized by unitary matrices Ud for down type quarks and Vu for up type quarks
with
Ud = W23R
d
23R
d
12,
Vu = W23R
u
23R
u
12, (40)
where
R12u(d) =

 c12u(d) s12u(d) 0−s12u(d) c12u(d) 0
0 0 1

 , (41)
and Ru,d23 are given by Eq. 22 and Eq. 33. The CP violation CKM phase, φ, can be
included by modifying either Ru23 or R
d
23. We will choose to modify R
d
23 and take it
to be given by,
Rd23 =

 e
−iφ 0 0
0 c23d s23d
0 −s23d c23d

 ,
c23d = cos θ23d; s23d = sin θ23d. (42)
This scheme of mass matrices was considered in Ref [11]. Our scheme is equivalent
to the one in Ref [11] up to a unitary transformation by W23.
It is interesting to consider the limit θ23u(d) = 0. In particular we are interested
in the symmetric limit where the Yukawa couplings of the two generations are equal
in the up and down quark sector. The diagonal Yukawa matrices are proportional
to the identity matrix in the mass basis and hence Y U,D = R12u(d)Y
U,D
diagR
T
12u(d) are
also proportional to the identity matrix. The angles θ12u(d) are undetermined in this
case. Realistic value for θ12u(d) arise when yc 6= yu and ys 6= yd.
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Returning to the general case, in this scenario, the CKM matrix is given by,
VCKM = V
†
uUd = R
u†
12R
u†
23R
d
23R
d
12. (43)
Explicitly we have,
VCKM =

 c12uc12de
−iφ + s12us12dc23 c12us12de−iφ − s12uc12dc23 −s12us23
s12uc12de
−iφ − c12us12dc23 s12us12de−iφ + c12uc12dc23 c12us23
s23s12d −s23c12d c23

 .
(44)
In the above, s12d, s12u ∼ λ and s23 = sin θ23 (which is defined in Eq. 39)∼ λ2. We
will assume that in the limit θ12u(d) = 0 the structure of the Yukawa couplings are
given by Eq. 21 and Eq. 32 for the down and up type quark sectors. In this limit
θ23d and θ23u are given by Eq. 25 and Eq. 34. These solutions produce θ23 consistent
with experiments. Hence with θ12u(d) 6= 0 we expect the values for θ23d and θ23u to
be not very different from those in Eq. 25 and Eq. 34.
One can consider specific structures for the Yukawa couplings to obtain solutions
for θ12u(d) and θ23u(d) in terms of quark masses. This is beyond the scope of the paper
and we will not discuss it. We note that with θ23 = 0 there is no mixing involving
the third generation.
We turn now to FCNC effects involving SU,D23 . We will make the important
assumption that all new FCNC effects vanish if the symmetry breaking involving
the second and third generations are turned off. Hence, in our scheme there is no
FCNC if θ23d = 0 and θ23u = 0. We will again concentrate on the down quark
sector though similar results apply to the up quark sector. New FCNC effects are
generated by the off-diagonal elements of SD
′
23 where,
SD
′
23 = U
†
dS
D
23Ud. (45)
The requirement that SD
′
23 is diagonal when θ23d = 0 leads to the following condition
q11 =
1
2
(q22 − q23). (46)
This tells us ( see Eq. 13) that in the flavor symmetric limit the second higgs has
the same coupling to the first two generations. We can now write the elements of
SD
′
23 in Eq. 45 as,
(SD
′
23 )11 =
1
2
q22 +
1
2
q23
(
1− 2c223d − 2c212d + 2c212dc223d
)
,
(SD
′
23 )12 = −q23s12dc12ds223d = (SD
′
23 )21,
(SD
′
23 )13 = q23s12ds23dc23d = (S
D′
23 )31,
(SD
′
23 )22 =
1
2
q22 − 1
2
q23
(
1− 2c212d + 2c212dc223d
)
,
(SD
′
23 )23 = −q23c12ds23dc23d = (SD
′
23 )32,
(SD
′
23 )33 =
1
2
q22 +
1
2
q23
(
2c223d − 1
)
. (47)
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From the above we find that s → d transitions are suppressed by ∼ λ5, b → d
transitions are suppressed by ∼ λ3 and b → s transitions are suppressed by ∼ λ2.
A similar pattern of FCNC effects will occur in the top quark sector.
Let us briefly discuss symmetry breaking in SD23. Let us assume the that flavor
symmetry breaking has the same form as in Eq. 30. In general, the symmetry
breaking parameters ηd and ǫd have to be O(λ
4) to produce the s → d transition
that is suppressed by ∼ λ5. However if the symmetry breaking in the diagonal
and non diagonal elements are the same, which happens with ηdq22 = ǫdq23, then
ηd and ǫd need be suppressed by only O(λ
2) to produce the s → d transition with
suppression ∼ λ5.
Leptonic Sector We now turn our attention to the leptonic sector. We will
assume the same flavor symmetry limit and the same pattern of flavor symmetry
breaking for the charged lepton sector as in the quark sector. Hence in the flavor
symmetry limit we have,
Y L23 =

 l11 0 00 12 l22 12 l23
0 1
2
l23
1
2
l22

 ,
SL23 =

 r11 0 00 12r22 12r23
0 1
2
r23
1
2
r22

 . (48)
The Yukawa matrices Y L23 and S
L
23 are diagonalized by the same unitary matrix
W l23 = W23 given by,
W l23 =


1 0 0
0 − 1√
2
1√
2
0 1√
2
1√
2

 . (49)
Writing the diagonalized Yukawa matrices as Y L23diag and S
L
23diag we have,
Y L23diag = W
l†
23Y
L
23W
l
23 =

 l11 0 00 12(l22 − l23) 0
0 0 1
2
(l22 + l23)

 ,
SL23diag = W
l†
23S
L
23W
l
23 =

 r11 0 00 12(r22 − r23) 0
0 0 1
2
(r22 + r23)

 .
(50)
After including flavor symmetry breaking, we will assume that the Yukawa matrix
Y L23 is diagonalized by the unitary matrix Ul which is given by,
Ul = W23R
l
23R
l
12, (51)
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where Rl23 and R
l
12 have the same structure as in the quark sector.
FCNC effects involving SL23 are represented by the off-diagonal elements in the
mass basis. As in the quark sector we will make the assumption that all new FCNC
effects vanish if the symmetry breaking involving the second and third generation
charged leptons is turned off. Hence, in our scheme there is no FCNC if θ23l = 0.
Denoting SL23 in the mass basis as S
L′
23 we have,
SL
′
23 = U
†
l S
L
23Ul. (52)
The requirement that SL
′
23 is diagonal when θ23l = 0 leads to the following condition
r11 =
1
2
(r22 − r23). (53)
As in the quark sector, this tell us( from Eq. 50) that in the flavor symmetric
limit the second higgs has the same coupling to the first two generations of charged
leptons. We can now write the elements of SL
′
23 as,
(SL
′
23)11 =
1
2
r22 +
1
2
r23
(
1− 2c223l − 2c212l + 2c212lc223l
)
,
(SD
′
23 )12 = −r23s12lc12ls223l = (SL
′
23)21,
(SL
′
23)13 = r23s12ls23lc23l = (S
L′
23)31,
(SL
′
23)22 =
1
2
r22 − 1
2
r23
(
1− 2c212l + 2c212lc223l
)
,
(SL
′
23)23 = −r23c12ls23lc23l = (SL
′
23)32,
(SL
′
23)33 =
1
2
r22 +
1
2
r23
(
2c223l − 1
)
. (54)
From the above we find that µ → e transitions are most suppressed followed by
τ → e transitions and τ → µ.
To get an idea of the size of the FCNC effects we choose the structure of Y L23 in
the limit θ12l = 0 to be,
Y L23 =

 le 0 00 12 lT (1 + 2χl) 12 lT
0 1
2
lT
1
2
lT

 . (55)
As in the quark sector we can solve for θ23l as
tan θ23l =
1
2
[
zl − 1 +
√
z2l − 6zl + 1
]
, (56)
where zl =
lµ
lτ
= ±mµ
mτ
. Here lµ(τ) are the Yukawa couplings defined in Eq. 6. Keeping
terms to first order in zl we get
tan θ23l ≈ −zl. (57)
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We also get for χl and lT in Eq. 55,
χl = − tan 2θ23l ≈ 2zl,
lT = (lτ − lµ) cos 2θ23l. (58)
where lµ(τ) are the Yukawa couplings of the muon and tau lepton defined in Eq. 6.
Assuming θ23l to be not very different from that in Eq. 56 with θ12l 6= 0, we find
from Eq. 54 that FCNC τ → µ transition is suppressed by ∼ mµ
mτ
, τ → e transition
is suppressed by ∼ mµ
mτ
s12l and µ→ e transition is suppressed by ∼ (mµmτ )2s12l.
We can obtain information about the size of θ12l by considering deviations from
the TBM mixing by including the symmetry breaking in the charged lepton sector.
The leptonic mixing matrix is now given by
UPMNS = U
†
ℓUν , (59)
where Uℓ = W23R
l
23R
l
12 and Uν is given in Eq. 18. Discussion on the deviation from
the TBM form can be found in Ref. [5, 12]. In particular one finds [5],
s12l = −s, (60)
where −0.11 < s < 0.04 [13].
It is interesting to note that τ → µ and b→ s transitions have similar size flavor
suppression as mµ
mτ
∼ ms
mb
if we choose ms ∼ 200 MeV and mb ∼ 4.2 GeV. However
the rates for τ → µ and b → s transitions depend on the phases in the Yukawa
couplings SL23 and S
D
23 and can be very different.
4 Conclusion
In conclusion we have considered in this paper a new scheme to suppress FCNC ef-
fects from beyond the SM physics. This idea is based on the principle of shared flavor
symmetry. The principle states that there exists a flavor symmetric limit where the
SM and NP sources of FCNC effects share the same flavor symmetry and there are
no new FCNC contributions beyond those of the SM. In a specific extension of the
SM- the two higgs doublet model- the Yukawa couplings of both the higgs doublet
are diagonalized by the same transformation in the flavor symmetric limit. The
transformation matrix is composed of pure numbers. In the flavor symmetric limit
the quark mixing matrix and the lepton mixing matrix have fixed forms. Realistic
mixing matrices are obtained from the breaking of the flavor symmetry. New FCNC
effects are generated by non universal breaking of the flavor symmetry in the SM
and NP sources of FCNC effects. The size of these FCNC effects are determined
by the breaking of the flavor symmetry in the SM sector. Within the two higgs
doublet model we showed how a realistic quark and lepton mixing matrix may arise
and how new FCNC effects can be generated which are sufficiently suppressed to be
consistent with experiments.
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